Bates College Wins Debating Tournament; Dartmouth Second
Eight Schools Debate Lafayette College in Annual Tech Ties For Four

Fourteen groups will compete for one of the annual Tech Ties for Four, which is sponsored by Lafayette College. The games will be held on the campus of Lafayette College this year instead of Tech. Groups will be divided into two brackets and will play against each other over two rounds. The winners of the two brackets will then play against each other to determine the winner.

A grand total of 170 blood of points of blood will be collected from 200 volunteers. The blood will be donated to the University of Vermont, each winning team will receive $50.

Golden was the runner-up to Har-170 Blood At Infirmary

The polls will be open from 9:00 AM. to 5:00 P.M. on Election Day, May 15th. The voting will take place at the Tech Union Building 10 next Monday, May 6, and should be completed by noon. The winning candidates for the Class of '64 will be announced later in the year.

Some Candidates Run Unopposed; 2 Men Vote Less Than 48 Hours Old

Bates College overcame the op-170 Blood At Infirmary

Bates College overcame the opposition of eight other New England colleges by winning the annual Tech Ties for Four. Bates College has won the tournament last weekend under the leadership of its ten debates thereby gaining top honors in the New England Debate League.
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